Print this return authorization and include a copy in your return package

Date: May 30, 2012
Order ID: XXX-XXXXXXXX-2247466

Title: HP G62-340US LAPTOP LCD SCREEN 15.6" WXGA HD LED DIODE (SUBSTITUTE REPLACEMENT LCD SCREEN ONLY. NOT A LAPTOP)
Quantity: 1
Reason: Different from website description
Return Details: The plug on this screen did not match the plug on our HP G62. Our plug we have is wider and would be near the top. Ours also has two wires coming out from the bottom that this screen does not have.
Action Requested: Refund

Print this mailing label and affix to your return package
No additional postage necessary

This return label is only valid for this return authorization and may not be used to return any other merchandise
Additional Instructions for mailing your package

1. Print this page.
2. Cut out the Return Label and the separate barcode for Amazon use.
3. Write your return address in the space provided in the upper-left corner of the label, after the word "FROM."
4. Securely pack the items to be returned in a box and include the separate barcode in the package.
5. Affix the mailing label squarely onto the address side of the parcel, covering up any previous delivery address and barcode without overlapping any adjacent side.
6. Give the package to your letter carrier or take the package to your nearest post office for delivery. No postage is necessary if the package is mailed from within the United States.